
Trip Planning and Navigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Session 15-  Give an overview of what students should know and be able to do by the end of this session Goal 1:  Know why and how to pre plan a trip; shorter in town trips vs long distance work or vacation trips.Goal 2: Understand and being able to read and plot out a route, on a map, whether it be using an electronic AP or a paper map/atlas, it’s an important skill to have when heading out on any type of trip.Goal 3: Organize and developing checklists for personal and vehicle needs before starting a tripGoal 4  Select best route to use depending on agenda; fastest, most economical, scenic, least traffic, rest stop areas, and weather and lighting considerations.Goal 5  Weighing the decision to drive a rental vehicle, uber type services, ride sharing versus using a personal vehicle for a trip and knowing the considerations and costs associated with the choices.Goal 6  Identifying safety precautions when driving a recreational vehicle or towing and understanding the considerations when driving near these types of vehicles



Planning Your Travel

• Local/Short Distance Travel vs. Long Distance Travel

Do you plan the same way?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether you are going on vacation, travelling to the store, a friend’s home or to school you still need a plan.Key Ideas: Preparing for any trip means planning the route, preparing yourself and the vehicle as well as vehicle maintenance.



Short Trip-Questions to Ask Yourself
• Is this trip necessary?

• Do I have enough time?
• Allow time for the trip
• Listen to weather and traffic reports
• Choose the best travel time or best route to 

travel

• Is my vehicle prepared for a short/long trip?
• Windshield wiper fluid
• Tire condition
• Lights are working properly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considerations for short trips:Keep engine cool - keep radiator filled with the coolant Carry less weight - clean out your trunk. Overloaded vehicles use ore fuelClose windows - At high speeds use the air conditioner; at lower speeds turn off the air and open the windowsSlow down - you use more fuel at 60 mph than 50 mphTurn off engine -if you are waiting in line for more than 1 minute



Planning an Extended Trip
• Prepare Vehicle (tires, brakes, engine, etc.)
• Loading Considerations
• Basic and Emergency Equipment (maps, jack, flashlight, 

first aid kit etc.)
• Personal Preparation
 Determine route (fastest, shortest, scenic)
 Traffic- morning evening rush hour 
 Miles traveled/day
 Extra keys, bagged meals, medicines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss how to prepare for a long trip by loading the vehicle properly and packing emergency equipment. FactsLoad the vehicle – do not overload the vehicle, which results in more fuel consumed, distribute weight evenly throughout the vehicle. Load the trunk area first and be sure to secure loose items.  Load capacity is basically 150 lbs. per belted seating position plus 125-175 lbs. for luggage. Check owners’ manual.  Soft items only within passenger compartment, i.e. pillows and/or blankets.  Car-top carriers raise center of gravity and adversely affect braking and steering.  Pack emergency equipment – be prepared for anything unexpected  Maps with routes marked  Flashlight, first-aid kit, screwdriver, pliers, adjustable end wrench and socket set  Jack, spare tire, lug wrench, wheel blocks and battery jumper cables  Tow line, gloves, blanket, radiator coolant/anti-freeze and windshield wiper fluid  Window scraper, chains and warm clothing 



Personally Preparing For a Trip
The driver is the most important factor in having a safe road 

trip.

Remember…

- Sleep is important

- Breaks are essential to stay alert

- Drive during “waking hours”

- Plan on start and end times for the drive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss how to prepare the driver for taking a long trip. Prepare as the driver – the driver is the most important factor in having a safe road trip  Get plenty of sleep – get at least 7 or 8 hours of sleep  Drive during waking hours – this will prevent drowsy driving; avoid driving after dark when visibility is limited and particularly after 11 p.m. when you are more apt to fall asleep while driving  Take breaks – stop every 2 or 3 hours or every 100 miles with 10 – 15 minute breaks  Be aware of “highway hypnosis” – occurs particularly on a rural expressway with little traffic when traveling at high speeds for long periods of time, the driver may become hypnotized by constant staring ahead on the roadway, which may result in driving in a dulled, drowsy or trance like condition, Plan breaks and pull to a safe area if tired Do not drive for extended periods of time – if one person will be doing all of the driving, 6 to 8 hours of driving in any one day should be considered the limit. If sharing the driving between two people, driving should not exceed 10 – 12 hours.  Be aware of “down time” – the period between one and five p.m. and plan to take a break during that period Be prepared for anything – bring extra set of keys, insurance information, money, water to drink, high energy food and fruit, vehicle owner’s manual, and maps  Make reservations in advance – if camping or staying in hotels/motels make the reservations ahead of time  Let others know where you are staying – let a family member or trusted friend know where and how to reach you in an emergency  Determine costs – determine approximate costs of fuel, meals, lodging and entertainment and be prepared to pay any large repair bill in case of a vehicle breakdo



Planning Is Key - Discussion
• Do you have a GPS device or map?

• Do you know the way? Do you have a backup plan in case you get 

lost?

• Have you considered the time and any hazards you might encounter 

(e.g. construction, road condition, congestion). 

• Will there be people in the area to ask questions for help if you are 

lost? 

• Is my route safe? Can I call someone for help?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Always let other close family or friends know when you plan to leave,  when you expect to arrive (ETA), which route you probably will be taking, short of detours, and give your phone number to other passengers in case of an emergency,  Write your phone numbers down and put these in the glove box. 



Consider Time of Day, Weather, and Lighting

Be sure to consider the time of day that you’ll be traveling. 
Traveling into or away from the sun and or traveling at busy 
rush hours times may affect progress.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New devicesOften maps and devices do not take into account changes in traffic patterns, traffic accidents, or detours. AAA can update you as well as map applications.Also, weather can play a significant role in your travel time. If the weather is poor speed and visibility can be affected.



Mapping
• Choose the right type of map. 

• Orient the map by using the directional compass on the 
map, having the “N” pointed up.

• For a road trip, have should have both a road map/atlas 
and map app on a phone or computer tablet available 
and programmed before starting a trip.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide some folded maps and have students unfold, examine the components of the map and then fold the map back up.  Emphasize that paper map is still an important tool, as there may not be GPS service in an area, or your phone may be at a low % of battery power. 



Reading a Map

• Good maps include a legend that explains the markings 
and symbols; review to help you understand the map.

• Locate your current position on the map (or starting 
point/position).

• Locate where you want to go. If there are several points 
of interest mark them on the map.

• Plot your course of travel creating checkpoints along the 
way (plotting several routes is a good idea instead of just 
one long route).



Mapping Learning Activity
Instructions: Using a NYS roadmap, answer the following 
questions:
• What are the grid location coordinates for Albany?
• How many miles is it from Albany, NY to Binghamton 

University? 
• List all the major routes and map 2 different routes for Albany 

to Cortland? 
• Which route would be fastest? Which route is most direct? 
• Which city is larger by size/area: Watertown or New Paltz?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructions; This exercise uses Albany as the originating/start point.  Having students use the school’s address will make the directions more meaningful.  Selecting New York state points of interest can also help make this an interesting activity.Answers:0-5173 miles(I-87, 1-88, Rt.20)I-88->206->I-81; Rt. 20Watertown



GPS Devices and Phone Apps
• How much time will it take to reach my destination?

– GPS devices are really good for telling you this information.  
– You can find this information on Google maps or Map Quest to 

mention only a few of these sites.

• Technology can also help re-route drivers for faster travel around 
congested areas. Inform regarding how much time can be saved by 
taking an alternate route can make decision-making easier.

NOTE:  Be sure to consider the time of day that you’ll be traveling. New 
technology is constantly being developed to help with traffic alerts. Often 
they will “red line” traffic delays and “green line” where traffic is moving 
smoothly.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One phone AP is called WAZE.  What kind of information can this technology provide to a driver.  Remember that all technology MUST be hands free.



Additional Mapping Resources: Travel Apps

• Google Maps
• Rand McNally
• Map Quest
• GPS
• Gas Buddy
• WAZE           

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explore various travel apps (not limited to the above list).  Even Rand McNally the famous paper map company has technology products.OverDryve  is there hands free program. Mapquest is also easy to demonstrate.



Checking for the Latest Technology

• Some maps and devices do not take into account changes in traffic 
patterns, traffic accidents, or detours.  Also, weather will play a 
significant role in your travel time if the weather is bad.

• Let’s pull up a few apps to see how this is done.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk class through use of a variety of mapping apps. Review the information that apps provide a driver.  Remember that all technology MUST be hands free.This video can be used to show the WAZE screen



Navigation Tips
• Have your route all planned and share the plans with others in the 

car.
• If sharing the drive with someone, ask that they help navigate the 

trip. 
• GPS can sometimes be misleading, so make sure you have the 

address correct.
• If you have problems with directions N-S-E-W find and use 

landmarks.
• Do you have a few navigation tips to share?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following a route by map or from a GPS system is called navigating.  When you share driving with someone have them be your navigator co- pilot.Make sure directions are given well in advance and perhaps twice so as not to have confusion.If by yourself, make sure you pull off the road to read a map.  Never use the GPS/phone as a hand held device.



After You Plot Your Route
Once you have your routes plotted ask yourself:
• Do any of my routes require tolls? If so, how much will 

it cost me in tolls to take that route?

• Where will the toll start and what toll exit will you need 
to look out for?

• EZ PASS?  How does it work? Benefits of 
purchasing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find out ahead of time which exits you will use. You can check the toll ticket for this information.  If you have a passenger designate them to be your co-pilot.http://www.thruway.ny.gov/travelers/tolls/calc/toll-tickets.htmlUse the toll calculator to figure your cost:http://www.thruway.ny.gov/travelers/tolls/calc/index.html



Highway Electronic Tolling Procedures

• Account required – tolls are electronically billed.
• Transponder registered to one specific vehicle.
• Using Electronic Tolling:

 Select the correct toll lane
 Observe the posted lane speed limit
 Watch for pedestrians and other vehicles entering or exiting
 Wait for light or message to proceed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As our highways and interstates upgrade we will see tolling procedures become more automated. Some states only use electronic tollingWhat if You Don’t Have a Transponder?Your license plate  is photographed and a bill is mailed; an additional fee is maybe charged for this service.



Other Trip Preparations

Do you need lodging? How many nights will you need?

On your trip, will you need rest breaks? Do you know 
where you want to stop and take a stretch break?

Will you be stopping for food or will you be packing food to 
bring with you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Calculate approximately how much money you might need for food and lodging on a short 3 day weekend trip.  Room charges are $125+ per night.Figure $10 for breakfast, $15 for lunch and $25 for dinner. How much will you spend?  A major credit card will help so that you don’t have to carry a lot of cash.Always be mindful of surroundings, especially in parking lots, rest stops, gas stations or other areas that are less populated. 



Service Your Vehicle

Check for major and minor difficulties:
• Brake system
• Exhaust system
• Steering system
• Cooling and heating system
• Engine system
• Tires and spare
• Wipers and windshield wiper fluid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure all the parts of the brake system are in proper working orderThere must be NO leaks in the exhaust systemShock absorbers need to be in good condition to carry the weight loadTires should have ample tread and be properly inflated. Check the spare tire too.  Remember the 50/50  rule  No more than 50 miles of travel on the spare and no more than 50 mph on a spare.All fluids, belts, and hoses need to be ready for heavy useEngine should be tuned up Air conditioning and coolant checkedCheck windshield wiper blades for cracks and fill wiper fluid reservoir



Packing an Emergency Bag

• Every vehicle should have an emergency supply kit.

• Check every six months and replace expired items.

• What emergency equipment should we pack?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A "Go Bag" is an emergency-preparedness bag that you pack in advance, but hope you never need. These bags are useful in situations that require a hasty evacuation or in your trip planning.Starting a checklist ahead of time can helps you organize this  packing. In a class discussion review: Fire extinguisher First aid kitJumper cablesSpare fuses ( especially if you have an unique vehicle and it has hard to find parts.)Bring extra oil, antifreeze, windshield washer fluidSome tools: adjustable wrench, screwdriver (regular/phillips), pliersFlares or reflectorsCredit cardsPhine



Vehicle Emergency Kit Should Include:
• Properly inflated spare tire, wheel wrench and jack
• Jumper cables
• Toolkit and/or multi-use tool
• Reflective triangles
• First aid kit
• Non-perishable foods (granola bars, nuts, dried fruits, hard candies)
• Drinking water
• Car charger
• Fire extinguisher 
• Duct tape
• Additional items for cold weather: snow brush, shovel, windshield wiper 

fluid, warm clothing and blankets, cat litter for traction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also consider saving emergency numbers such as your auto insurance provider and a towing company in your phone.



Road Trip Planning Learning Activity 
Instructions: 
-With a group, pick a road trip destination in another state 
and plan your trip. 

-Make sure to include information on what roads you need to 
check and what you need to pack. How will you find out 
information about the other states you are driving through?

-What are the potential environmental factors and conditions 
that you could experience? What will you need to prepare 
for these possible environmental factors and conditions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Break class into small groups and assign each group a season. 



Rental Vehicles
Many trips will be a combination of flying and driving.  You may 
have to get a rental car.  Some decisions you’ll want to 
consider ahead of time:
• What size and type of vehicle do you want? Compare prices
• How long to you need it?  A weekly rental may be cheaper 

than a daily rental.
• Will it be a round-trip or one-way rental?
• How will you handle insurance? Check to see if your regular 

insurance will cover the rental.
• Will you fill the gas tank on return, or will you buy a full tank 

of gas with your rental agreement?
• Don’t forget to bring car seat if needed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In New York State, the minimum age to rent is 18. Companies will often charge additional fees to renters under 25.Bring your driver’s license and proof of insurance.Bring a credit card (not a debit card).When you get into the vehicle, orient yourself to the controls of the car or ask the attendant to help.Get the toll free number and local number of the Rental Agency.Store valuables out of site or cover them.Park in only well-lit, secure areas.



Other Types of Travel Choices

• Uber/ Lyft Type Services

• Ride Sharing

• Car-Pooling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the difference between carpooling and ride sharing?Carpooling - If 5 people live in same area and they want to go together for office commute, then 1st day, person 1 will take his car, 2nd day, person 2 will take her car and so on to reduce the number of cars on the road.  Carpooling requires that all people have a vehicle.Ridesharing - If 2 people are traveling in a car it means that they are ridesharing. This shared riding can be a non - commercial car or commercial car but not necessarily their own vehicles.  Ride sharers do not necessarily have to have a vehicle.Ridesharing has 2 parts - Taxi industry ridesharing and community driven ridesharing. The 1st one is considered as a service and the 2nd one is considered as an initiative or social commute to help people and also to only consume same amount of fuel by 2 or 2+ people. Sometimes a ride share is part of a company fuel efficient movement where people drive to a common area, there a company van has been parked and all riders go together in one vehicle.  In some cases the vehicle and gas is paid for by the company.



If You Need To Tow a Trailer?
When pulling a trailer:

1) Doubling the time and space you need to accelerate, 
slow, and turn. 

2) Cutting your fuel economy almost in half.

3) Jackknifing can also be a problem if the weight isn’t 
distributed correctly.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss that an ordinary passenger vehicle is not ready to tow trailers. Additional equipment is needed, such as a heavy-duty suspension, an increased-capacity cooling system and a high-ratio axle. Drivers will also need additional, oversize mirrors. Air pressure in the rear tires of vehicles may be increased to handle the additional weight of the trailer. Before towing a vehicle drivers need to also learn some special skills.  Trailers – come in all shapes and sizes, including utility trailers, tandem axles, horse and boat trailers, and travel trailers.  Load limits – all vehicles have gross vehicle weight or weight-to-trailer towing capacity limits, so it is critical not to exceed a vehicle’s recommended load or trailer load limits. Refer to your owner’s manual or vehicle’s doorjam for this information.  Practice where there is no traffic – before driving these vehicles, practice in a driveway or vacant parking lot  Starting – check traffic carefully and allow a larger gap in traffic before pulling out; check both side mirrors and  be sure the trailer does not intrude into an adjoining lane.Supplemental video search terms: “how to tow a trailer”



Towing a Trailer Takes Planning
Check the following:
• Vehicle’s owner manual that it can carry the load 

you want to carry.
• Check fluids.
• Double check all vehicle and trailer lights.
• Ensure that the trailer is properly fastened to the 

vehicle.
• Have a spare tire for the trailer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review DMV information regarding license plate and stickers.  These need to be renewed every year and are valid from January through December.Be sure the trailer is level,  Walk around to see if the tow vehicle and trailer are level after loading. The tow vehicle and trailer should be about parallel to the ground, or the tow vehicle may dip slightly in the rear due to tongue weight. Too much weight in the rear of the trailer will lift the rear of the towing vehicle and cause whipping. Too much weight in the front of the trailer will raise the towing vehicle’s front end excessively. 



Loading Tips
• You will need to register your trailer in NYS, in addition to getting 

it inspected yearly.

• Ensure your insurance will cover you.

• When properly loaded and hitched, the rear of your towing 
vehicle should support 10 to 15 percent of the trailer load.

• Never load your vehicle to the owner’s manual limits when you 
tow a trailer.

• Assign the heaviest passenger to the front seat and load only 
light items in the rear seat and trunk of your vehicle.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trailers should be loaded more heavily in front so that approximately 5 to 15 percent (depending on type of trailer) of their total weight is carried on the tow car hitch. Never load the vehicle beyond the owner’s manual limits when towing a trailer and be sure to include trailer tongue weight as part of the load. Load trailers heavier in front The total weight of the load should not exceed the weight capacity of the trailer. Trailers must be loaded heavier in front or the trailer will sway violently, called whipping. Arrange 60 percent of the weight in the front half of the trailer and 40 percent in the rear. Distribute the weight equally from side to side. Keep the center of gravity low, with heavy items (including books) on the floor of the trailer, not packed on top. Keep the center of gravity forward (approximately 10 percent of the loaded trailer weight on the tow-car hitch). If your specific trailer has different loading instructions, be sure to follow those instructions. As part of a car-trailer combination, trailer tongue weight is added to the rear of the car and adjustments may need to be made, because the allowed 650 lbs. is reduced by the value of the trailer tongue weight. As more weight is added to the rear of an already front-heavy car, the handling characteristics start to change. To minimize the amount of this handling change, drivers should minimize the amount of weight (cargo and passengers) carried in the rear area of the car. 



Curves

• It is easier to control your vehicle if you reduce speed before 
you enter curves.

• On roads that curve right, all more distance from the edge of 
the pavement.  Otherwise, your trailer wheels could drop to 
the shoulder, causing a dangerous weight shift and 
accelerated tire wear.

• Keep toward the center line.

• On left curves, stay to the right so you do not cross the center 
line.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning – it is critical to use the right outside mirror to check the vehicle’s or trailer’s clearance from the curb  Right turns – the driver should move farther from the curb or edge of the pavement than s/he would with a car and delay turning until well beyond the curb line Left turns – the driver should proceed farther into the intersection than normal to allow adequate space for the trailer or motor home and should check the left outside mirror to see that the vehicle clears any vehicles waiting at the intersection 



Trip Planning Exit Quiz
1. When towing a vehicle allow twice as much distance to pass. (T/F)
2. Always carry a spare can of fuel when traveling on a long distance trip. (T/F)
3. In order to stay alert while driving on a long distance trip, take a break every 
four hours. (T/F)
4. When typing the coordinates into your GPS for short trip travel, make sure to 
type in the correct address using the correct name of street, road or avenue so 
as to not be routed to the wrong area. (T/F)
5. Make sure that you have checked windshield wiper fluid before heading out on 
a long distance trip. (T/F)
6. The odometer can help you determine how many mpg (miles per gallon) you 
are getting on a given trip. (T/F)                                      
7. Map legends can help identify the type of road that your route will follow, as 
well as exits numbers. (T/F)
8. Load the heaviest items on the bottom forward part of the trunk. (T/F)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These questions are just a sample of the quiz items that can assess students grasp of the information presented both in class discussion and readings.These topics may have been discussed during the Drowsy Driving Session but definitely should be reinforced when exploring Trip Planning.Preventing drowsiness before a trip:  Get adequate sleep – adults need 8 to 9 hours to maintain alertness  Prepare route carefully to identify total distance, stopping points and other logistic considerations  Drive with a passenger  Avoid medications that cause drowsiness Maintaining alertness while driving:  Protect yourself from glare and eye strain with sunglasses  Avoid heavy foods  Be aware of down time during the day  Have another person ride with you, and take turns driving  Take periodic breaks – about every 100 miles or 2 hours during long trips  Stop driving and get some rest or take a nap  Consume caffeine – can increase awareness for a few hours, but do not drink too much. It will eventually wear off. Do not rely on caffeine to prevent fatigue. 
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